
COP 26 Activist 
Wellbeing Toolkit



 
Are you working or campaigning at COP26? 

 
I know from experience that this can be the best gig in the world, but I also
know, for some, it can be overwhelming, exhausting and anxiety inducing. 

 
This mindfulness based wellbeing toolkit for COP26 activists offers you

some simple ways to protect your energy so you can keep on saving the
world - without burning out.

I'm Sarah, I spent 15 years
working in activism and campaigns
and I've been where you are. I
still care passionately about
climate justice and still play my
part in the fight for a safer
future, but parts of that work
left me feeling overwhelmed and
burnt out.

Now, as a qualified wellbeing
coach, I help people thrive and
fulfil their purpose to do good,
without the burnout.

Welcome



Burnout can happen when you face long
term physical, emotional or mental
stress. For activists, this can be a result
of the hugely emotive issues you are
working with on a daily basis, or the
amount of time and effort it can take to
generate any movement or win on your
issue, or simply that you have to spend
all your energy trying to help others
understand the gravity of the situation. 

 
Some people can compartmentalise this
stuff, others find that much harder.
When you are constantly thinking about,
talking about and are faced with the
realities of these issues, particularly the
climate emergency, it’s essential you take
care of your mental and physical
wellbeing to avoid becoming
overwhelmed. 

 
If left unattended, this lack of self care
can lead to exhaustion, feelings of stress
and anxiety, lack of motivation, unhealthy
coping mechanisms and can also lead to
physical symptoms such as headaches
and stomach issues.  

 

What is activist
burnout?

What is climate
anxiety?

Climate anxiety, or eco anxiety, is most
prevalent among young people, but it
is also particularly rising amongst
parents of young children. A recent
study* of 10,000 young people in 10
countries worldwide, showed that 59%
of them are either ‘extremely’, or ‘very’
worried about climate change, and that
it’s making them ‘feel sad, afraid and
anxious’.  

 
Learning about climate change and its
impacts on people, animals and
biodiversity can leave us feeling
hopeless, helpless and fearful that
we’re too late or can’t do enough to
halt the most devastating impacts in
time. We can feel angry that those in
power are not doing enough. For some
of us these feelings empower us to
fight harder, for others it’s too much
and they shut it out. If you’re reading
this, it’s likely you are the former, but
whatever your reaction to the climate
crisis, your feelings are real and they
are absolutely valid.

 
 

Hickman, C. et al. Preprint at
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3918955 (2021).

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3918955


Putting yourself first
isn't selfish, it's

essential if you want
to do your best work. 

Protect Your Energy 

Prioritise self care

Breathe

Be Mindful

Stay Grounded



Self Care
Self care is not selfish. You cannot serve

from an empty vessel. 

Eleanor Brown

GET
ENOUGH
SLEEP

EAT WELL
&

STAY HYDRATED

MOVE
YOUR
BODY

SET LIMITS
ON YOUR

WORKING DAY



GET
ENOUGH
SLEEP

I know this is a really tough one at an event like this and many of
us go into it prepared to survive on little sleep, kipping on floors,
sofas, late night planning and early morning briefings. But try to
maximise sleep however you can, grab a little power nap, and get
some rest at least. It really will have a huge impact on your
physical and mental wellbeing, and your ability to sustain the
duration of the event. 
Tip: Bring an eye mask and ear plugs to help you switch off. 

EAT WELL 
&

STAY HYDRATED

When you're on the go all day and working long hours, it can be
really easy to forget to nourish your body in the same way you
might at other times -  grabbing something on the go, leaving big
gaps between meals, and eating really late at night. Suddenly
changing your eating habits can have a huge impact on your
energy levels and nutrient intake leaving you more susceptible to
illness and fatigue. Make sure you take time to stop and eat well -
and don't forget to drink lots of water. 
Tip: Carry some healthy, energy boosting snacks like fruit
and nuts and don't forget your water bottle. 

MOVE
YOUR
BODY

Depending on your role at COP, you might be on your feet all day
or you might be sitting in the same spot for hours hunched over a
laptop. Either way, your body will probably soon let you know it's
not happy. Try to be aware of how long you're in the same
position and move your body with some gentle stretches, roll
your shoulders, take a walk if you've been sitting.  
Tip: Set a reminder on your phone each hour to remind you
to gently move your body. 

SET LIMITS
ON YOUR

WORKING DAY

Working or campaigning at events like COP can result in LONG
days (and nights). It is not weak to set limits or boundaries on
your working day. Try not to compare yourself to others and what
they seem capable of. You don't know their story and they don't
know yours. We all have different limits and it's your responsibility
to respect yours. Take breaks. 
Tip: Try to take your breaks away from noise and busyness.
Find a quiet corner to recharge in a way that suits you.  

And please remember to check in with those around you.



Breathe
Breathe. This might sound obvious - but when we're rushing around or

feeling a bit stressed we are rarely using our full breath capacity. This can
have a huge impact on how we feel physically and mentally. 

 

Check in with your breath. 
Is is slow and deep? 

Or quick and shallow? 

If you're short on
time, take a moment

to focus on your
breath. Breathe
slowly in for the

count of four, pause,
and breathe out for a

count of 4.

If you really need to slow down,
this alternate nostril breathing
technique can slow your heart

rate, reduce anxiety, and
generate a feeling of calm

within minutes. 



Sit comfortably, either cross legged on the floor or on a
chair with your feet flat on the ground. 

Place your left hand palm up on your left knee. 

Lightly rest your right thumb on the outside of your right
nostril (don’t close them over yet), your ring finger on the
outside of your left nostril and let your index and middle
fingers rest on the bridge of your nose in between your
eyebrows. 

Fully exhale out all your breath and then close over your
left nostril with your right ring finger. 

Keep the right nostril open and inhale through it deeply. 
At the top of the breath, open the left nostril while
closing the right and exhale fully. 

Stay in that position and inhale through your left nostril
then at the top of that breath, close it over and exhale
through your right. 

Keep swapping them over just for 1-2 minutes initially. You
can work towards doing it for longer as you practice this
technique over time. 

alternate nostril breathing
Not as tricky as it sounds! 



Stay Grounded

Affirmations are powerful
statements that help you challenge

negative talk or beliefs.
 

Use whichever words you need to
keep you where you want to be.  

I am safe

I am grounded

I am ok

In it's simplest sense, being grounded is to be centered and balanced,
whatever is going on around you. This is important when your surroundings

can easily become overwhelming. 

Connecting to the ground or earth through physical touch has lots of benefits
and can really help bring us back to ourselves if we feel overwhelmed. 

 
 

Literally put your hands
on or in some earth.

Touch it, smell it, feel it. 

Take a walk in nature -
near water if you can. 

Lay down on the floor. Focus on all the
points of your body that are touching

the ground, safely holding you. 
 



 
 

Close your eyes and take some deep breaths
then open your eyes again. 

Now become aware of your surroundings:
      5 things you can see 
      4 things you can hear
      3 things you can touch
      2 things smell
      1 thing you can taste

 

Be Mindful
Be aware of your emotions. Acknowledge them, process them, and let them go. 

Bringing ourselves into the present moment is the best way to alleviate
anxious feelings. One of the most powerful ways to do this quickly is to use
our senses to notice what’s around us. Try this exercise any time things are
feeling a bit out of control and it'll bring you right back to the here and now. 



Celebrate your successes, no matter how small.

If you are a leader, I urge you to lead by example. Your
actions have more of an impact than you know. 

I hope this resource helps you stay well amongst the
incredible hustle and bustle of COP activity. Remember,
Your work is vital - and so are you. 

I wish you a healthy, happy, successful COP experience.
Here's hoping those in power listen up sooner rather than
later.   

My parting thoughts...

Take care of yourselves, 
Sarah

Final Words...

Sarah Catnach is a qualified Wellbeing Coach and experienced meditation and
mindfulness facilitator. Her wellbeing business 'The Nest' offers mindfulness based

coaching to individuals who might be struggling with overwhelm, anxiety, lack of self care
on a stressful schedule, or to those looking to go deeper into their purpose or vision to

better their lives - whether personal or professional. Services are also available to teams in
the workplace who wish to prioritise their wellbeing as a way of boosting productivity and

retention - particularly those in high burn out roles and sectors.

www.thenestwellbeing.com

http://www.thenestwellbeing.com/

